Oxidation Resistance Oxidation Resistance
Alloy design of the Fe Alloy design of the Fe--Ni system will be continued to Ni system will be continued to enhance their oxidation resistance in the SOFC operating enhance their oxidation resistance in the SOFC operating environments. environments.
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE)
The CTE of the development alloys will be determined The CTE of the development alloys will be determined before and after oxidation. before and after oxidation.
Compatibility with Other SOFC Components Compatibility with Other SOFC Components
The compatibility of the Fe The compatibility of the Fe--Ni alloys with cathode material Ni alloys with cathode material will be assessed. will be assessed.
Concluding Remarks Concluding Remarks

ASR ( ASR (√ √) )
The ASR of the oxide scales formed on the Fe The ASR of the oxide scales formed on the Fe--Ni alloys is Ni alloys is comparable to that of current SOFC interconnect alloys. comparable to that of current SOFC interconnect alloys.
CTE ( CTE (√ √) )
The CTE of Fe The CTE of Fe--Ni alloys is low and close to that of other cell Ni alloys is low and close to that of other cell components; however, with additional alloying additions, components; however, with additional alloying additions, their CTE might be modified. their CTE might be modified.
Oxidation Resistance ( Oxidation Resistance (? ?) )
The oxidation resistance of these alloys should be The oxidation resistance of these alloys should be improved in order to fulfill the requirements for SOFC improved in order to fulfill the requirements for SOFC interconnect application. This will be the focus area of this interconnect application. This will be the focus area of this project in the near future. project in the near future.
